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The versatile MoxVeda platform can localize any type of digital property. It supports all
popular CMS platforms like Wordpress, Drupal, Joomla, Shopify, Magento & even

complex platforms like AEM & LifeRay. It is also compatible with all major tech stacks
like HTML, Java, PHP, Linux, DotNet & React. It can be used to localize applications of

Android as well as iOS.

Here are some live examples of MoxVeda in action:

Website for MyVestige localized for India, Bangladesh, UAE and Saudi Arabia

DIGITAL LOCALIZATION 
WITH SEAMLESS PRECISION

MoxVeda stands as a pioneering integrated platform for the localization of digital
assets. It presents a unified solution, enabling users to effortlessly translate a diverse

array of digital properties, including websites, mobile applications, software
applications, and transactional journeys, into a language of their choice, all without the

need to tinker with the source code, databases, or content management systems.
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https://www.myvestige.com/


HDFC Ergo’s Health Insurance Policy Purchase Workflow

MoxVeda on Mobile Apps
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https://www.hdfcergo.com/health-insurance


Effortless
integration with
all platforms &
tech stacks
No disruption to
functionality

Continuous monitoring
of content changes
100% guarantee of
original & translated
websites remaining in
sync

SEO compliant
Integrate multilingual
search 
Integrate voice-based
search in different
languages

Hassle-free
maintenance  
Support Team
oversees
preventive
maintenance
Allows for focus
solely on original
website

Control which parts to translate &
ignore
Control the source of translation 
Choose from 200+ language
options

Hosting of localized
websites included
Unlimited bandwidth 
Scale-up & down as per
needs

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
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MoxVeda operates as a cloud-based platform, deployable either within
Process9's private cloud or in your own cloud infrastructure or physical data

center. Setup involves providing information on sections to translate versus those
to be excluded, as well as specifying target languages. Once configured,

MoxVeda automatically identifies and collects content for translation, utilizing
MoxWave, Process9's proprietary cloud-based automated translation system. This

system offers advanced features such as spell checks, term-base checks, and
manual verification.

Upon receiving translations, MoxVeda recreates the localized web page, serving
it to viewers while also storing the translation for future requests. This approach

ensures that original and translated pages remain in sync at all times.

In addition to text translation, MoxVeda manages images and design elements,
preserving image fidelity while adapting design for a consistent user experience

across languages.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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Offers rapid scalability at
Process9's hosted cloud

servers or within your data
centers, adapting to your

evolving needs.

Consolidates all digital
properties under one

umbrella and streamlines
content, workflows, & costs.
It provides a unified view of

translation expenses.

Hosted on secure cloud,
encrypted with HTTPS

protocols, & compliant with
VAPT. For added security,

host MoxVeda in your
personal data center.

PROMINENT ADVANTAGES

All-in-one solution for
localizing websites, mobile
apps, transaction portals,
customer service portals,

and various digital
properties from a single

interface.

Seamlessly integrates with
your systems, without
making changes to

backend databases, CMS,
source code, design, or UX.
It accommodates dynamic
code and UI/UX changes.

Supports major
development platforms
and coding languages

used to create websites
and apps, offering

flexibility and
adaptability.

Users can tailor localization
by specifying sections for

translation, target
languages, term-base, &

translations source
(machine or human

translation).

Every translation conducted
through MoxVeda is stored
in its intelligent translation

memory, minimizing
translation costs by 25 -

60%.

Supports over 200 global
languages, term-base, spell

checks & more. Can
integrate with any machine
translation engine of your

choice. 
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CLIENT FEEDBACK

“Being a global organization, we
understand the importance of being
present in multiple languages. With

Process9, we found the right balance of
tech expertise and language expertise.
With our apps, websites and marcom

collateral converted to 9 Indian
languages through tools offered by

Process9 - MoxWave and MoxVeda, we
are seeing a steady growth in our app
downloads as well as a healthy rise in

consumer engagement. The technology
is great, with an impressively high degree

of accuracy. The entire process from
start to go-live was quick and smooth.

The architecture passed all our stringent
data security checks. Continues to be a
delight working with Process9 solutions.”

“Just having satisfied
customers isn't enough

anymore. Creating
customer delight is. We

wanted to reach out to our
ever growing partner
network in their own

language to be able to
connect with them at a
deeper level. Process9's

MoxVeda technology
enabled us to achieve that

with minimal effort from
our team.”
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Process9 is Asia’s leading language localization technology company,
specializing in SaaS-based products and solutions for the localization

industry. Their comprehensive suite of solutions covers a wide range of use
cases, including website localization, mobile app localization, automated

translation API, document translation, chatbot localization, video localization,
Indian language voice bots, and Translation Management System.

For more information, please reach out to info@process9.com or visit our
website at www.process9.com.

ABOUT PROCESS9

info@process9.com process9.com youtube.com/@ProcessNine
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